Geometry	Chapter 10
Lesson 10-2

Example 1  Measures of Central Angles
ALGEBRA  Refer to circle A.	file_0.png
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a.	Find mQAM.
	RAQ and QAN are a linear pair, and
the angles of a linear pair are supplementary.
	mRAQ + mQAN	= 180
	mRAQ + mQAM + mMAN	= 180	Angle Addition Postulate
	19x + 8x + 9x	= 180	Substitution
	36x	= 180 	Simplify.
	x	= 5 	Divide each side by 36.

	Use the value of x to find mQAM.
	mQAM	= 8x 	Given
	= 8(5) or 40	Substitution

b.	Find mRAO.
	RAO and MAN are vertical angles and, therefore, congruent. mMAN is given as 9x.
	mMAN	= 9x	Given
	= 9(5) or 45	Substitution
	Since mMAN = mRAO, mRAO = 45.


Example 2  Measures of Arcs
In circle O, mAOB = 35, mDOE = 42, and file_2.unknown
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Find each measure.
a.	mfile_6.unknown
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 is a minor arc, so mfile_8.unknown
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 = mAOB.
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 is composed of adjacent arcs, file_12.unknown
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	= mCOD
		= 90	COD is a right angle.
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	Arc Addition Postulate
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 = 90 + 42 or 132	Substitution
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	One way to find mfile_20.unknown
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 is to use semicircle file_21.unknown
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	Arc Addition Postulate
	180	= 35 + mfile_26.unknown
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 + 42  	Substitution
	180	= 77 + mfile_27.unknown
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	Simplify.
	103	=  mfile_28.unknown
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	Subtract 77 from each side.

Example 3  Circle Graphs
POPULATION  Refer to the graphic.	file_29.png
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a.	Find the measurement of the central
angle for each category.
	The sum of the percents is 100% and 
represents the whole. Use the percents 
to determine what part of the whole 
circle (360°) each central angle contains.

	29%(360°)	= 104.4°
	21%(360°)	= 75.6°
	29%(360°)	= 104.4°
	8%(360°)	= 28.8°
	11%(360°)	= 39.6°
	2%(360°)	= 7.2°

b.	Use the categories to identify any arcs that are congruent.
	The arcs for the wedges names 0-19 years and 35-54 years are congruent because they both represent 29% or 104.4° of the circle.


Example 4  Arc Length
In circle O, NO = 42 and mNOP = 170. Find the length of file_31.unknown
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In circle O, r = 42, so C = 2π(42) or 84π and	file_32.png
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 = mNOP or 170. 
Write a proportion to compare each part to its whole.
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Now solve the proportion for l.
		= file_38.unknown
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	(84)	= l	Multiply each side by 84.
	,3)	= l	Simplify.

The length of file_39.unknown
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 is ,3) units or about 124.62 units.

